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1

Introduction

In this paper, we propose a heuristic solution method for the Inventory Routing Problem
introduced during the 2016 ROADEF/EURO challenge, that we coin as REC-IRP. Inventory
routing has attracted researchers for many years due to both its practical and theoretical
interests (Coelho et al.; 2013). The REC-IRP proposed for the challenge is original and complex
for several reasons : the logistic ratio optimization objective, the hourly time-granularity for
inventory constraints, the driver/trailer allocation management. Clearly, designing an exact
solution approach is out of reach for large size instances as those proposed during the challenge.
However, we decided to address the REC-IRP with a branch-cut-and-price framework : a cutand-column generation procedure is developed, along with a heuristic pricing algorithm to
generate new columns and a heuristic fixing procedure to generate integer solutions.
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Problem definition

Due to space limitation, in this section we provide a reduced definition of the REC-IRP. For a
complete and detailed problem definition, the interested reader is referred to the challenge web
page (ROADEF/EURO Challenge 2016 : Inventory Routing Problem (2016)). The REC-IRP
can be defined on a complete graph G = (N , A), where N = B ∪ S ∪ C. B is the set of bases,
where the trailers are located at the beginning of the planning horizon ; S is the set of sources,
locations where the trailers can be filled up with the product to be delivered ; C is the set of
customers to be served ; A is the set of arcs connecting each couple of nodes in N .
The set of customers C is defined as C = C1 ∪ C2 where C1 is the set of Vendor Management
Inventory (VMI) customers, while C2 is the set of call-in customers. The latter needs to be
delivered by a fixed quantity within a predefined time window. Customers C1 are associated
with a hourly consumption pattern, a capacity and minimum delivery quantity. These customers

are not mandatory to be visited unless they are forecast to run out of stock during the horizon
planning. However, at each visit, at least the minimum delivery quantity must be delivered.
A set of trailers T is available at the beginning of the horizon. Each trailer has a proper
capacity and can accede a subset of customers.
A set of drivers D is also available. Each driver can drive a subset of trailers and is associated
with a set of time windows during which it is allowed to work. Maximum driving duration and
minimum inter-shift duration must be taken into account as well.
The REC-IRP calls for the determination of a set of shifts (elementary pieces of work for a
driver accomplished with a trailer), the quantity of product to be delivered to each customer
visited in the shift, and an assignment of such shifts to drivers and trailers in order to minimize
the logistic ratio. The logistic ratio is the ratio of the total working cost divided by the total
quantity of product that is delivered. This represents the delivery cost of each unit of product.
The planning needs to :
— avoid stock-outs at customers in C1 and serve all customers in C2 ;
— respect capacity constraints on trailers ;
— respect capacity and accessibility constraints on customers ;
— respect driver time windows and maximum driving duration ;
— respect the possible allocations of drivers to trailers ;
— the shifts assigned to the same trailer do not overlap in time ;
— the shifts assigned to the same driver need to respect the minimum inter-shift duration.

3

Solution method and results

This section briefly summarizes the solution method adopted to tackle the REC-IRP. The
fractional objective function is managed as proposed by Dinkelbach (1967) by introducing a
parameter Z to linearize the objective. We first generate a set of promising time-stamped shifts
and solve the restricted master problem based on this set of shifts. When a solution is provided
we check if non-zero artificial variables, introduced to guarantee that a feasible solution is found,
exist. In this case we generate new shifts with negative reduced cost by means of a heuristic
pricing procedure. We then solve again the restricted master problem and iterate until all the
artificial variables are null.
Then, until a time limit is reached, we again (1) add shifts with negative reduced costs
into the restricted master problem ; (2) select shifts (by means of a variable fixing procedure) ;
(3) update the value of Z ; (4) solve the restricted master problem and possibly call the heuristic
pricing heuristic. Finally we solve the MIP formulation of our problem. This solution method
allowed our team to qualify to the final phase of the ROADEF/EURO challenge 2016.
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